
Exploring multilingual news articles by combining 
Sentiment Analysis classifiers

Abstract This study aims to present an approach for the challenges of working with

Sentiment Analysis (SA) applied to news articles in a multilingual corpus. It looks at the use

and combination of multiple algorithms to explore news articles published in English and

Portuguese. As a case study, the method was applied to the study of the media coverage of

London 2012 and Rio 2016 Olympic legacies.

Introduction Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique to

identify emotions discursively expressed in a text (Liu, 2012). This work aims to apply

Sentiment Analysis algorithms to study news articles. This journalistic text genre presents

specific challenges due to the form and content such as the length of the text and the

minimised use of adjectives. This requires some effort from researchers to adapt traditional

approaches produced for the use in subjective statements like Twitter (Shirsat et al., 2017;

Balahur, 2012; Taj, 2019).

Case Study: the Olympic legacy of London 2012 and Rio 2016 Although highly

associated with a positive meaning, the word legacy describes not only the gains of the

cities by hosting the event but all the aspects that emerge from this process, whether

‘planned or unplanned, positive or negative, intangible or tangible’ (Gratton and Preuss, 2008,

p. 1924).

Six years later, the wonderful legacy of London 2012 (Globo, 2018)

Rio's Olympic legacy a 'huge disappointment’ (BBC News, 2017)

Data Overview

Evaluating the classifiers

Table 1 - (%) Matches of each classifier with the gold labels (accuracy evaluation for this dataset) for news headline text. PT:

Portuguese; EN: English. Total of 717 news headlines (56.4% of the total number of articles).

Combining classifiers

(A) Combination of five sentiment classifiers (majority agreement)

(B) Combination of top three sentiment classifiers (discarding two worst scores)

(C) Combination of three classifiers replacing inconclusive by Sent140 BERT

(D) Combination of three classifiers ignoring inconclusive sentences

Table 2 - (%) Accuracy of each approach for news headline text.
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Potentialities and limitations of the method SHAP (Lundberg & Lee, 2017) used

Shapley values to depict how fairly the outcome can be distributed among the different

features.

Figure 1 - Shap returns a pictorial depiction of Shapley values. The negative sentiments are represented in red. The positive

ones, in blue. The label assigned to this sentence by the combination of classifiers was positive.

Table 3 - (%) Accuracy of each approach for news headline text.

Impacts of Translation

Table 4 - Comparison between the original sentences in Portuguese and their translations into English.

Interpreting sentiments

Conclusion The experiments have shown that applying Vader, Amazon BERT and Sent140

BERT to the text corpus and extracting the agreements between at least two classifiers as a

correct answer has considerably increased the accuracy of SA results for this specific data.

Although mistakes of translation had impacted the final sentiment classification, the overall

outputs were considerably better than the use of any of the listed modules for Portuguese.

By comparing the coverage of the two events, we concluded that London received a more

positive coverage while Rio a more negative one. While the Brazilian media has been less

critical about London, the sentiments expressed by the British media about Rio were very

negative. We have referred to this phenomenon as a utopian-dystopian dichotomy, where

one event is represented as a ‘huge disappointment’ while the other one as a ‘success’,

silencing about or reducing the space in the agenda for the nuances embedded in complex

media events like these ones.
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Category News headline

Entity Olympic legacy: school sports provision patchy across UK, admits Jeremy Hunt

Punctuation The Essential Morning: the melancholy inheritance of the Olympics

Semantic Environmental legacy, the great debt of Rio Olympics

Negation Olympic stadium will not be white elephant after London 2012

Metaphor Letters: The true Olympic legacy is white elephants on our doorstep

Domain specific Britain’s Olympic legacy is a sedentary nation | David Conn

Sarcasm Martin Samuel: Tessa Jowell deserves an Olympic medal in utter madness

Translation Condominiums spare (DUMP) sewer irregularly at Jacarepaguá Lagoon (LAKE)

Conjunctions West Ham's Olympic Stadium move means we still have a home for heroes

but it doesn't sit there doing nothing for 50 weeks

Objective statements London 2012 Olympics will cost a total of £8.921bn, says minister

PT 

Sentic

Net

PT 
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PT

Twitter 

BERT
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Vader
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Amazon 

BERT

EN 

Sent140 

BERT

Rio_Globo 33% 39.5% 49.7% 24.5% 46.5% 50.2% 55.5% 55.5% 61.2%

Rio_Estadao 26.4% 15.7% 39.6% 3.3% 38.8% 31.4% 40.4% 53.7% 57%

London_Guardian x x x x 48% 49.6% 56.2% 60% 58.5%

London_DailyMail x x x x 52% 47.9% 56.6% 61.7% 61.2%

Portuguese (original) English (translation)

Brasil anuncia ao COI corte de R$ 900 mi no 

orçamento dos Jogos

Brazil announces the COI Court of R$ 900 mi in the 

games budget

Legado olímpico virou milhões em propina a 

‘amigos da corte’ de Cabral, diz MPF

Olympic legacy turned millions in tipping ‘Cut

Friends’ of Cabral, says MPF

Olimpíada é ‘desculpa fantástica’ para mudar o Rio, 

diz prefeito

Olympiad is ‘fantastic excuse’ to change the river, 

says mayor

Chart 1 - (%) Comparison between the
percentage of positive, negative and
neutral labels assigned to news titles. (L)
London; (R) Rio.

Chart 2 - (%) Variation of sentiment for news headlines
before, during and after each event by outlet. Timeframe
for London 2012 Olympics: before (2004 to 2011), during
(2012), after (2012 to 2020). Timeframe for Rio 2016
Olympics: before (2009 to 2015), during (2016) and after
(2017 to 2020).

• 1271 news articles

• seven media outlets

• Portuguese and English

• London 2012 and Rio 2016

Method Rio_Globo Rio_Estadao London_Guardian London_DailyMail

Sent140 BERT 61% 57% 61% 58.5%

Approach A 59% 48.3% 59.4% 53.3%

Approach B 62% 57.5% 66% 57.7%

Approach C 65.3% 59.16% 70% 61.4%

Approach D 66.9% 65% 74.7% 69.6%

Inconclusive 7.3% 11.6% 10.5% 17%
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